Abstract
Introduction
The number of known nucleotide sequences in databases has increased greatly since the advent of complete genome sequencing projects. This has resulted in a need for new computing tools for various treatments of large sequences. For example, the genome of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been completely sequenced. The sequences of the 16 chromosomes, which are each between 200 and 1500 kb in size, are available at the Martinsried Institute for Protein Sequences (MIPS) (Mewes et al., 1997) . The complete sequences of other organisms have been or will be determined in the next few years. Studying genomic sequences should lead to a better understanding of the role of the genome in its evolution. For example, a recent analysis of the S.cerevisiae genome led to the construction of a model in which this species appears to be a degenerate tetraploid resulting from a duplication of the entire genome (Wolfe and Shields, 1997) . Studies involving the analysis of entire genomes require new tools suited to such large sets of data. One of the basic methods of analysis is the identification of similar regions between sequences. This approach has often been used for finding homologous genes, and many applications are available, including FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) and BLAST (Altschul et al., , 1997 . However, these tools were developed for finding target sequences similar to a single specified source and the search is wider when analysing a complete genome. One approach involves splitting the genome into overlapping fragments. Each fragment is successively used as a source for the search. However, this is time consuming and dependent on overlap size and the type of target sequence (coding or non-coding region). Analysis can be limited to the study of open reading frames (Wolfe and Shields, 1997) .
The aim of this study was to define a strategy for finding regions of similarity between two or more large nucleotide sequences. The method involved three steps: (i) the precise identification of common motifs of fixed size, called 'seeds', using hashing functions; (ii) the extension of the seeds into putative regions of similarity by a 'random walk' procedure; (iii) the final selection of regions of similarity by alignment of sequences. We evaluated this by studying its sensitivity and efficiency as a function of various parameters (such as seed size) with randomly generated DNA sequences. We then used this approach to identify regions of similarity between two yeast chromosomes (V and IX) . We also performed a comparative study, with conventional programs such as BLAST and FASTA, using the same data set. Figure 1 is a flowchart of this strategy for finding the regions of similarity between long nucleic acid sequences. There are three steps. (i) Short exact chains of fixed size, called 'seeds' (i.e. a series of bases strictly identical in two sequences), are identified by a standard approach based upon the hashing function. (ii) Every seed is extended into putative regions of similarity. We defined the limits of the region by using a random walk procedure. This involves converting the sequence into a two-dimensional graph (Gates, 1985; Leong and Morgenthaler, 1995) and quantifying the proximity of the regions. Thus, a database is produced containing the locations of these putative regions of similarity in the sequences. (iii) The putative regions of similarity are then aligned and the final region of similarity selected using the BESTFIT software [Wisconsin package Version 9.1, Genetic Computer Group (GCG), Madison, WI, USA] (Dölz, 1994) .
System and methods

Description of the strategy
(i) Seed locations in the sequences.
If the regions of sequence similarity have originated from a duplicated fragment, there should be some residual trace of this common origin. We investigated this by locating seeds (or pairs of identical k-words) in the genome. This method was based on an algorithm first used by Dumas and Ninio (1982) , which was modified to look for repeats by Karlin et al. (1983) . It has also been used in BLAST and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) , and has also been adapted by Fondrat and Dessen (1995) . It is derived from a classical string search algorithm developed by RabinKarp (Sedgewick, 1989) .
The algorithm consists of the coding of short chains of size k, called k-words, using the following hashing function:
where C is the integer value associated with a given k-word, A is the size of the alphabet of the sequence (A = 4 for nucleic acid sequences), s i is the nucleotide in the ith position in the chain and T is the transformation function which translates a nucleotide into an integer. We used the function: (ii) Extension phase: the subsequences containing the seed are displayed on a graph as two curves ('random walks'). Candidate regions of similarity are identified by analysing the similarity between the curves. (iii) Selection of regions of similarity: the subsequences of the regions defined are aligned by BESTFIT and assessed.
We then built a one-dimensional array, the index of which represents the possible values of C (0 ≤ C ≤ A k -1). Each entry in the array contains the address of the first element of a linked list recording the start positions in the sequence of a given k-word (see Figure 1) . Seeds (i.e. pairs of identical k-words) are easily generated from each list. However, the amount of data is a major limitation to this technique. The procedure depends on two quantities: the size, A k , of the array and the number of entries in the lists (i.e. N -k + 1 chains of size k for a sequence of length N). Array size can be reduced by hash coding. This method is useful if a large number of C values do not appear in the analysed sequences.
There is a little gain for low k values. We used another approach involving breaking up k-words into k 1 -words and k 2 -words with k being the sum of k 1 and k 2 . For each word, we computed the coding values, C 1 and C 2 , as above. Then, we used C 1 as a prefix to divide the k-word data space and C 2 to fill the data structure. This approach requires the reading of the sequence A k 1 times. At each iteration, one C 1 value was fixed and only the seeds for which the first part corresponded to this value were retained. This means that the amount of data storage space required is divided by the factor k 1 .
(ii) Extension phase. The second step of the algorithm was designed to define putative regions of similarity from the seeds. The number of seeds to be tested was very high, so this step had to be very fast. We developed an approach based on a 'random walk' along DNA sequences (Gates, 1985; Leong and Morgenthaler, 1995) . A random walk plot is a two-dimensional chart that converts a chain of characters into a curve. This involves displacing a point in fixed directions, the type of displacement depending purely on the nucleotide. In Leong's model (Leong and Morgenthaler, 1995) , A means a displacement to the right by a step of length one, C is a displacement to the left, G down and T up. In the yeast genome, chromosomes have similar proportions of T (30.8%) and A (30.9%), and similar proportions of G (19.1%) and C (19.2%). This gives a trajectory close to the principal diagonal of the reference. Curve drift can be reduced by choosing the displacements of A and T, and those of G and C, in opposition. The spatial distribution of the curve can be changed, taking into account the nucleotide frequencies. In the walk defined by Leong and Morgenthaler, the chain ACA-CAC produces a horizontal segment of length one. Avoiding co-linearity between the displacement vectors prevents this problem. We used the following displacement vectors: A(+ 2, + 3), C(-3, -2), T(+ 2, -3) and G(-3, + 2). For a DNA sequence containing 20% C and G and 30% A and T, the ends of the curve are close to zero.
We scanned the sequences from the ends of a given seed and produced trajectories characterizing the series of bases. The curve obtained is specific to the sequence. The transformation is injective, so identical sequences have identical trajectories. If two sequences are very similar around a seed, their curves progress similarly from the seed. Figure 2a shows the graphs obtained for two sequences of 1 kb in size with a common 108 base motif. There is a large region of similarity in the central area and the trajectories diverge towards the ends. The coordinates of the ith point, corresponding to the ith base from one seed extremity used as a reference, are X i = 2(a i + t i ) -3(c i + g i ) and Y i = 3(a i -t i ) -2(c ig i ) where a i , g i , t i and c i denote the numbers of A, G, T and C nucleotides, respectively, present in the subsequence between the initial and ith bases. If the regions have approximately similar proportions of the bases, then the ith point of the walk for one sequence should be in a similar position to the ith point of the walk for the other sequence. Therefore, the Euclidean distance d i = d(P i , Q i ) is defined between the points P i and Q i corresponding to the subsequences starting from the left or right end of the seed taken as the zero point and ending at the ith base. The distance can thus be described as a function of the index i indicating the similarity of the sequences. The limits of candidate regions of similarity are defined by applying a threshold to the distance between the curves. The left and right limits are defined as the point at which τ consecutive distances, d i , exceed a user-defined threshold, D. When the length of the regions of similarity is more than a user-defined threshold (minimum extension length, L min ), the locations of the pair are recorded in a database. If the new pair overlaps a known region of similarity, then the previous region is replaced by a concatenation of the two regions. Figure 2b shows the difference in distance along the sequences displayed in Figure 2a . There is a large region of similarity around the seed. We applied a threshold to this curve (D = 15 and τ = 10) and obtained a region 493 nucleotides long.
We adjusted the algorithm to speed up processing. We calculated the Euclidean distances at regular intervals along the walks (d δ , d 2δ , d 3δ , …, d mδ ) for a given step δ. When a distance within this series exceeded the threshold D, then the definition of the limits was verified locally. Another improvement was made to avoid the extension of a new seed within a known region of similarity. This procedure was simplified using a red-black tree structure (Cormen et al., 1992) giving rapid access to the similar regions and facilitating the deletion of included seeds. In a red-black tree algorithm, the set of nodes is divided into two classes (red or black) according to a set of defined rules. This maintains the balance of the tree during the node insertions and deletions. Both the average and worst-case search time is solved in 0(log n) where n denotes the number of elements stored in the data structure.
(iii) Final checking.
The method described above identifies putative similar sequences without requiring sequence alignment. However, sequence alignment is a useful way of checking the results. We used the BESTFIT program from the UWGCG package (Devereux et al., 1984; Dölz, 1994) . BESTFIT uses the local alignment algorithm of Smith and Waterman (1981) to identify regions of strong similarity between two sequences. Unfortunately, BESTFIT has a major limitation: it cannot align sequences longer than 2400 bp. Specific software is available for longer sequences (Chao et al., 1995 (Chao et al., , 1997 . These tools can align sequences over many thousands of bases when there is a high percentage of identity. 
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Assessment of the efficiency of the strategy
Some parameters such as k, D and L min values must be optimized to make this strategy manageable. So we carried out two complementary studies to assess the efficiency of the strategy: (i) the effect of k value on the initial selection of regions of similarity according to sequence characteristics (per cent identity and length); (ii) the accuracy of the method after complete processing. (i) Probability of rejection of a region of similarity for a seed of a given size. The aim was to quantify the proportion of regions of similarity between two sequences that could not be detected because they had a seed size smaller than that used for the analysis. We used simulations to evaluate this, first with the maximum seed size giving a probability of 5% for rejection of a region of similarity of observed per cent identity P and size N. We then assessed by simulations the proportion of rejected regions of similarity of size N and per cent identity P using a minimum seed size of eight for selection. The parameter P is the observed percentage of nucleotides identical in both sequences.
Two aligned sequences of size N with P per cent identity can be represented as a vector of size N where NP values are equal to 1, representing the identities bases, and N(1 -P) values are equals to 0, representing the mismatches. We drew a large number of vectors at random with exactly the same numbers of entries 0 or 1. Each vector corresponded to a possible alignment with NP identical bases. We carried out 100 000 simulations. We looked at the distribution of the size of the longest seeds and defined the limit of seed size such that 95% of alignments had a seed size greater than this limit. We also calculated the proportion of alignments (simulated by vectors) in which seed size was less than a fixed value (eight in this study).
(ii) Probability of rejection of a region of similarity after the final selection. We assessed the overall processing of our approach by constructing two large random sequences with a common central region of length N with P per cent identity. We applied our strategy and determined whether the regions of similarity were identified again. We repeated this process 1000 times and then calculated the proportion of regions analysed for which we detected a common sequence containing the true similar region.
Comparison with conventional approaches
We assessed the efficiency of our strategy by comparing it with the BLAST (Altschul et al., , 1997 and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) approaches. These two pieces of software are based on the identification of DNA fragments within a sequence set that are similar to a given short fragment. This is a major difference from our strategy, because we perform an overall similarity search between two large sequences. The BLAST and FASTA tools can be used by splitting a sequence into short overlapping fragments and running these programs for each one. We used BESTFIT to align the regions of similarity identified by FASTA to obtain compatible results. We used FASTA 3.0 from ftp://ftp.virginia.edu/pub/fasta/fasta30t82.shar.Z and BLAST 2.0 (gapped version) from ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/toolbox/ncbi-tools/ ncbi.tar.Z.
To complete this comparative study, we have built a reference database including all the regions of similarity obtained by the programs ASSIRC ('Accelerated Search for SImilarity Regions in Chromosomes'), BLAST and FASTA. For ASSIRC, different sets of parameters (seed size k varying from 7 to 13, distance threshold D from 10 to 80) were considered. We kept only the regions of length >150 bp and classified them according to their proportion of identity given by the alignment program BESTFIT. The reference database contains only non-redundant solutions.
Implementation
Software was developed on a Sparcserver 1000 from Sun Microsystems® (Solaris 2.4) and on a PC DELL 400 -Pentium II 300 MHz® (Linux 2.0.33). It was written in Ada 95 programming language using the Gnat compiler. Gnat is freely available for a variety of operating systems under Gnu licence (ftp://cs.nyu.edu/pub/gnat). The package includes the program ASSIRC, which performs steps (i) and (ii) of the algorithm. Checking step (iii) can be carried out using an alignment program such as GCG BESTFIT. FILTBFIT filters previous results to select true regions of similarity. Source programs were freely available on the Ecole Normale Supérieure ftp server (ftp://ftp.biologie.ens.fr/ pub/molbio/ASSIRC.tar.gz). The Readme file in the package provides all information required to compile and run the software.
GCG and FASTA formats were used for sequence input. Output consisted of a list of the regions of similarity found with the beginning and end positions for each segment, the length, the observed per cent identity, and the size of the largest exact match obtained after sequence alignment (i.e. maximum seed size, MSS).
The program requires certain parameters: seed size, k, prefix, k 1 , used to divide the k-word data space, displacement vector coordinates for the random walk, threshold, D, and tolerance, τ, for defining the limits of candidate regions of similarity, and the minimum extension length, L min , of a region of similarity. The proportion of identity of the detected regions is not input directly by the user. This value depends on seed size, k, the threshold, D, and the minimum extension length, L min . Table 1 shows the maximum size, k, of the seed required to detect 95% of regions of similarity of length N with P per cent identity. Two regions of 400 bp with 60% identity have a 95% chance of containing a seed of at least eight bases. The required k value decreases slightly as confidence level increases. k is 8 for a confidence level of 90%, 7 for 99% confidence and 6 for 99.9% confidence. Thus, relationships can be identified between seed size and region length, and between seed size and per cent identity. When k is fixed at 8, 80% base identity is required between two sequences of 50 bp and only 50% identity for sequences of 2 kb. An analysis strategy can be designed to suit the user's preferences: selecting either short regions with high similarity or large regions with low similarity. Table 2 shows the proportion of rejected regions of similarity of length N with P per cent identity that do not contain a seed of at least 8 bp in length. The simulations showed that 4.7% of regions 400 bp in length with 60% base identity did not contain a seed of at least 8 nucleotides in length. We carried out the same analysis for k values of 10 and 12 (tables not shown). For the same type of region (400 bp, 60% base identity), the proportion of rejected regions increased to 37.3% (k = 10) and 71.9% (k = 12). These results (particularly the large difference, 67.2% between k = 8 and k = 12) show that there is a large loss of efficiency as seed size increases. The choice of seed size therefore seems to be critical. These tables are highly informative because they can be used to determine appropriate values of N, P and k.
Results and discussion
Probability of rejection of a region of similarity for a seed of fixed size
The results in Table 1 and 2 could be obtained using a theoretical approach. Essentially, the search for the longest series of identical nucleotides in an alignment of two sequences of length N is equivalent to the problem of defining the longest run of consecutive heads [variable Z(N) ] in a sequence of N independent coin tosses, with probability P of obtaining a head (Gordon et al., 1986; Karlin and Ost, 1988; Karlin and Altschul, 1990) . The distribution of Z(N) can be approximated by [W + ln(N(1 -P)]/λ where λ is ln(1/P) and W is a random variable, the distribution function of which is F(w) = exp(-exp(-w)). We deduced that the seed size, k, in Table 1 is given by the equation: [ln(N(1 -P)) -ln(ln(1/α))]/λ for a risk α (in the study, α = 0.05). The probability in Table 2 can be expressed as exp[-N(1 -P) exp(-λk 0 )] where k 0 is the fixed seed size (in this study, k 0 = 8). These formulae are approximate and give most accurate results when N tends to infinity. Comparisons of the results obtained by simulation and equations show: (i) for a region of similarity of size N, where N is >200 and P per cent identity is <85%, the differences are slight; (ii) for N > 200 and P > 85%, k values were underestimated by around 10%; (iii) for N < 200, the differences were larger. Hence, the further away from 50% that P is, the greater the differences. For example, for N = 100 and P = 90%, the theoretical k value is 11.4, whereas 17 was obtained by simulations. Considering that the length of regions of similarity was usually close to 200-300 bp, simulations are required to obtain results that are not biased. Table 3 gives the proportion of regions of similarity of N nucleotides in length with P per cent identity, rejected at the end of processing. Simulations showed that 18.7% of regions of 400 bp in length with 60% nucleotide identity were eliminated by the analysis. This is a higher percentage rejection than given in Table 2 , i.e. is of 4.7% of regions not having a seed size of at least eight bases. The choice of value for L min and D is critical. We only identified the regions of similarity longer than L min (i.e. 100 bp). The value of D used (D = 20) in the second step also determines the size of the putative region of similarity selected. Thus, identification of a seed >8 nucleotides long does not ensure the definition of a region of at least 100 bp. Reducing the threshold D and increasing the minimum length, L min , decreases the computing time and efficiency. For example, changing D from 20 to 15 and L min from 100 to 150 bp, for a 400 bp region of similarity with 60% identity, results in a higher probability of not detecting this type of region of similarity (18.7% versus 85.3%). The computing time also depends on the proportion of similarity between the sequences outside the conserved region. The higher the similarity outside the conserved region, the longer the computing time, because there are more false positives. The simulation used here does not represent reality perfectly. The sequences, outside the region of similarity, are randomly generated assuming ∼25% base identity. In the yeast genome, the percentage of identities between bases is higher. This is because a duplicated region in the genome is generally composed of coding regions and intergenic fragments. Coding regions are often less changed than intergenic fragments. The bases of the flanking regions of a coding region are not randomly distributed, hence a higher per cent nucleotide identity is observed. For each pair of regions, the per cent identity, P, the length, L, of alignment obtained using BESTFIT and the maximum seed size, MSS, within the region after alignment are specified. The parameters were set as follows: seed size, k, of 8 (k 1 = 2 and k 2 = 6), minimum length, L min , of 150, curve distance, D, of 15, and τ fixed at 10 consecutive distances beyond the threshold, D. We found 38 regions of similarity. Three were part of the 7 kb Y′ element present at the 5′ extremities of both chromosomes. These regions included >95% of the telomeric region and were adjacent with only short segments separating them. In the telomeric region, three ORFs (YEL075c, YEL076c-b and YEL077c) on chromosome V were homologous to various parts of one ORF on chromosome IX (YIL177c). The ATG start codon of YEL075c corresponds to that of YIL177c. The telomeric region was presumably duplicated and then evolved independently on each chromosome. The last homologous region in this large telomeric region includes another ORF (YEL074w) from chromosome V. This region was paired with a non-coding region. There is no ORF on chromosome IX, because a stop codon has been inserted at position 9. There were two regions of similarity in the subtelomeric region corresponding to the Core-X element. These highly conserved regions are present on all 16 yeast chromosomes. Outside the large telomeric and subtelomeric regions, we identified 23 regions which were ∼330 nucleotides long and highly conserved (around 90% identity). These were the LTR elements, involved in transposition events. There are three kinds of LTR: Delta, Sigma and Tau. No regions of similarity including Sigma LTR were identified, although there are five elements of this type on chromosome V and three on chromosome IX. These elements are on the Crick strand of chromosome V and the Watson strand of chromosome IX. Our results concern only regions of similarity on the same strand. This also accounts for detecting only six regions of similarity including ORFs outside the telomeric regions. The two first lines of subgroup (c) of Table 4 describe similarities between short regions of an ORF (YEL077c) from the telomeric region and two ORFs, YIR019c (Muc1 gene) and YIL169c. YIL169c has sequence similarities to the glucan 1,4-α-glucosidase gene and YAR066w. In the third line, ORFs (YEL049w and YIR041w) belong to the Srp1p/Tip1p family. The region of similarity identified includes 60 nucleotides upstream from the start codon, probably corresponding to a part of the control region, but does not include the end of the coding region. The fourth line reports a similarity between a gene encoding a cold shock-induced protein (YER011w) of the Tir1p,Tip1p family and YIL011w, encoding a protein of unknown function. YER056c and YIL052c belong to the ribosomal protein family. The region of similarity includes a region upstream from the start codon, but does not include the end of the coding region. The 3 parts of these genes are only slightly different (92% similarity), unlike the 5 parts (48% similarity). The last line of subgroup (c) of Table 4 reports two ORFs, YER057c and YIL051c, known to be similar to the gene encoding the azotobacter nitrogen fixation vnfA protein. The last region of similarity shown in subgroup (c) of Table 4 is not described in the MIPS database.
Probability of rejection of a region of similarity after the final selection
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Application of the technique to the search for regions of similarity between chromosomes V and IX of yeast
We also evaluated the relationship between the per cent identity (62.9-99.1%) and the length of the regions of similarity (153-4677 bp). The per cent identity, P, was >90% for 11 regions of similarity, and was between 80 and 90% for a further nine. The MSS values were the highest for these regions. P was below 70% for only five regions of similarity. Two were ∼150 nucleotides long, two were ∼200 bp and the other was 495 bp. P was <85% for the regions <200 bases. In contrast, the regions of strong similarity (>90% identity) were all >200 nucleotides. Based on Table 1 -3, we should observe small regions of high similarity (e.g. 300 bp regions with ∼85% identity) or large regions of medium similarity (e.g. 2000 bp regions with ∼65% identity). These types of regions do not occur between chromosomes V and IX when the Watson strand is analysed. However, regions of < 500 bp in size and with <65% identity may not be detected by our approach with the parameters as set. These considerations must be taken into account when studying the relationship between these chromosomes. Table 5 summarizes the results of the various analyses carried out on chromosomes V and IX of yeast for various values of seed size, k (7-13). The generated seed number (n G ) decreased with seed size. This number is inversely proportional to 4 k if the bases are evenly distributed in the sequences. In fact, consecutive values of n G differ by a factor a little less than four, except for the change from k = 12 to k = 13 (factor of 1.9); this is due to the uneven distribution of k-words in the sequences. The number n E is the number of seeds extended by random walks from the initially generated seeds. Some seeds were not checked because they were included in the putative regions of similarity recorded in the internal database. The ratio, n G /n E , increases by a factor of 2.0-3.2 with seed size, because the larger the seed size is, the more likely it is that longer regions of similarity will be detected, which are likely to contain other seeds. The number n P is the number of putative regions of similarity longer than a fixed minimum length L min (L min = 150 bp in this study) after defining the limits by applying a threshold to interpoint distances. The ratio n E /n P is high (166 for a seed of 7 and 26 for a seed of 13), consistent with other results concerning the relationship between seed size and the length of the region of similarity. The number n R of putative regions of similarity recorded is the number of non-redundant regions, because regions of similarity that overlap are concatenated. This overlapping operation seems to be very efficient. The n P /n R ratio increases from 1.2 to 7.8 with seed size. The number of regions of similarity identified by alignment using the BESTFIT program, n H , increases by a factor of up to three for a seed size increase of one. The number of rejected regions after testing the alignments was low with a large seed size. The ratio, n R /n H , was 2762 for a seed size of 7 and 6 for a seed size of 13. Most of these putative solutions are in fact false positives. Moreover, the extra solutions detected were shorter (around 160 bp) and had lower levels of similarity (around 55% identical). To refine the comparison between the results obtained for different sets of parameters, we have defined a reference database of the regions of similarity. This database includes 135 non-redundant regions having a per cent identity of 55-100% (see Table 6 ). In Table 5 , the value n S gives the number of regions of similarity present in the database. The difference between n H and n S is explained by the cutting up of certain regions of the database. For example, the three regions reported in part (a) of Table 4 only constitute one region in the database. The computing time, t A , relates to the procedures for generating putative regions of similarity before confirming them by sequence alignment. In fact, t A is the sum of two times: that for seed generation and that for the definition of region limits. The time taken to generate seeds increases with seed size, whereas the time to define region limits increases with n E . Time was minimum for a seed size of 11. For a given seed size, the best choice for k 1 is the greatest value for which the program can execute in standard memory. Greater values induce the use of virtual memory. Shorter values lead to recalculation of seeds. This choice depends on the hardware. The value t C gives the complete time required to obtain the final results. Compared to the previous time (t A ), it includes the time for aligning the sequences.
Assessing strategy according to various seed sizes
Assessing strategy according to various distance thresholds
Considering the same yeast chromosomes, Table 6 lists the results obtained for values of the distance thresholds, D, from 10 to 60. In this study, seed size k was fixed at 11. We observe an increasing variation between the times t C and t A , explained by the increasing number of fragments (n R ) to be aligned. We observe that the variation of n S is reduced when D increases. In fact, the lower the similarity of the region, the lower the probability that there is a seed at least 11 long in the region. Then, the seed size becomes the limiting factor of the detection. Consequently, increasing D up to a threshold does not allow the detection of new solutions. In addition, AS-SIRC ensures that, for a given D value, the regions of highidentity proportion are always those found first. For example, for a D value of 50, we obtain all the regions of per cent identity >80% reported in the reference database. In the range (75-80%), only one region is missing. In conclusion, ASSIRC is well suited for performing a progressive search for regions of lower similarity. Table 5 . Assessing strategy according to various seed sizes. k is seed size, t A is CPU time in seconds for running ASSIRC on a PC DELL® 400, t C is CPU time in seconds to obtain the final list of solutions, n G is the number of generated seeds, n E is the number of seeds extended by random walks, n P is the number of putative regions of similarity larger than a defined minimum length, L min (L min = 150 in this study), n R is the number of putative regions of similarity recorded, n H is the number of regions of similarity selected by alignment using the BESTFIT program, n S is the number of non-redundant regions of similarity Table 6 . Assessing strategy according to various distance thresholds. The first lines of this table report the CPU times in seconds on a PC DELL® 400 for running ASSIRC (t A ) and for obtaining the final list of solutions (t C ). The next lines give the number of putative regions of similarity recorded (n R ), the number of regions of similarity selected by alignment using the BESTFIT program (n H ) and the number of non-redundant regions of similarity (n S ). The last part of the 
Comparison with conventional approaches
We tested the efficiency of the ASSIRC program in searching for regions of similarity of length >150 bases between two large sequences using data from yeast chromosomes V and IX as test sequences, and comparing the results with those obtained using the BLAST and FASTA programs. With these pieces of software, the shortest sequence (chromosome IX) was split into fragments of 1.5 kb with an overlap of 0.5 kb. Default parameters were used. BLAST reports 19 pairs and FASTA 44 (see Table 7 ). For ASSIRC, the parameters were fixed as follows: k = 11, τ = 10. The distance thresholds, D, were chosen such that the number of regions of similarity was close to that obtained by the conventional approaches. For the run, labelled ASSIRC-B (AS-SIRC-F), to be compared with BLAST (FASTA), D was fixed to 13 (21). A total of 23 and 45 solutions are reported by ASSIRC-B and ASSIRC-F, respectively. For information, the labels (b) and (f) of Table 4 denote the solutions obtained by ASSIRC with a seed size of eight and found again by BLAST and FASTA, respectively. Table 7 give the times required for all the operations to obtain the final list, including basic program runs and alignments for ASSIRC and FASTA. BLAST running time was divided by two, because it calculates the regions of similarity of one strand against itself and against the other. The results show that the ASSIRC program is clearly faster than the others.
The analysis of the regions of similarity shows that the results obtained by ASSIRC-B and BLAST are very close. All the regions of identity proportion >85% were found by both programs. For the lower identity proportion, four regions were detected by both ASSIRC-B and BLAST, six only by ASSIRC-B and two only by BLAST. These last two have lengths of 151 and 152 bases, just greater than the fixed limit. Moreover, they were found by ASSIRC-F, whose run time was less than that of BLAST. Four of the six regions only detected by ASSIRC-B were found by BLAST, but with a length slightly less than 150 bases. The comparison between FASTA and ASSIRC-F is more surprising. Fasta did not report five regions of similarity with an identity proportion >85%. For example, the pair 3′deltaER16w/3′deltaIL04w, 314 bp in length with 95.2% identity, was identified by AS-SIRC-F but not by FASTA. For the identity proportion in the range (75-85%), 13 pairs were reported by the two programs, three only by ASSIRC-F and two only by FASTA. For the identity proportion <75%, 16 solutions were found by ASSIRC-F and 21 by FASTA, with only seven pairs common to both programs. Two of 17 solutions reported only by ASSIRC-F were found in the complete set of pairs obtained by FASTA (i.e. without length restriction). These results suggest that the methods have strategies of detection based on different criteria. As explained in the previous section, ASSIRC first detects the regions having a high proportion of identity.
A more detailed examination of the 16 regions of similarity reported only by FASTA is required to complete the efficiency analysis. Six regions have an MSS < 11, so they cannot be detected by ASSIRC-F. To find them, it would be necessary to reduce the seed size value. For example, the region (YER057C/YIL051C) having an MSS of eight is reported in Table 4 (results obtained for a seed size of eight). The analysis of the 10 other pairs shows that these regions are composed of series of fragments of high and low similarity. This may explain the loss of these regions. These regions were found by running ASSIRC with a lower L min value (e.g. 100). In fact, these regions were also detected when the distance threshold was higher. For example, the region of similarity between a fragment of YER164W and a fragment of YER126W, which has 56.6 identity per cent and is 293 bases long, appears for a D value of 70. In this case, the 106 detected pairs needed a run time of 6772 s. In practice, it is not necessary to increase D so much. For example, increasing D from 21 to 22 allows ASSIRC to recover two extra solutions detected by FASTA. The run time then becomes 232 s, still less than that of the FASTA program.
In conclusion, the comparative study highlights the advantages of ASSIRC relative to BLAST and FASTA: (i) it is faster; (ii) the solutions are found with respect to the proportion of identity; (iii) it finds regions not detected by conventional approaches. Indeed, ASSIRC has a strategy more suited for extracting regions of similarity between two large sequences than the other programs which were not initially designed to solve this class of problem.
Conclusion
We have presented a strategy for the rapid location of regions of similarity between large sequences. Various parameters control the efficiency of the search. The user must choose between having exhaustive results and rapid processing. If strict analysis of regions that are likely to be similar but highly modified is required, then it is necessary to work with a small seed, a short L max and a large D. This involves a high risk of obtaining large numbers of false-positive solutions, which are then deleted during the final checking with the alignment algorithm. This leads to a major increase in the amount of CPU time required. This could be saved by introducing a complementary filter for rapidly eliminating false positives before the last step. Methods using similarity measures not requiring sequence alignment, such as correlation analysis (Pizzi et al., 1992) and the study of the distribution of multiplets (Blaisdell, 1989a,b) , could be used. However, the method suggested here, with standard parameters, is appropriate for a rapid search for regions of similarity in a complete genome, such as that of yeast.
The advantage of the random walk strategy is that it provides a simple and fast method for delineating the limits of the region. However, this method is sensitive to the presence of a large insertion or deletion, but is sufficiently reliable and robust because it can define different seeds in the same region that, by extension or concatenation, make it possible to rebuild the complete region. Thus, defining the regions of similarity in the genome provides information about genome organization and may increase our understanding of the development of genomes.
